Commemorating literature

A one-day workshop to be held at the University of Nottingham on 25 May 2019

Council Room, Trent Building, University Park

Provisional programme

From 9.30: welcome and coffee, Council room foyer

10: Introduction (Katherine Shingler, UoN)

10.30-12: DH Lawrence and Nottingham’s Literary Heritage (chair: Katherine Shingler)

Sandeep Mahal (Nottingham City of Literature)

Andrew Harrison (UoN) and Carolyn Melbourne (DH Lawrence Birthplace)

12-1pm: lunch

1-2.30: Commemorating Rimbaud in Charleville-Mézières and London (chair: Nina Parish, University of Bath)

Laetitia Dehoul and Béatrice Gonel (Musée Rimbaud, Charleville-Mézières)

Graham Henderson (Rimbaud & Verlaine Foundation, London)

2.30-3: tea/coffee

3-4.30: Commemorating Lorca in Granada (chair: Gareth Stockey, UoN)

Jesús Ortega and Carmen Casares, Granada City of Literature

Steve Roberts (UoN)

4.30-5: discussion and planning for future collaborations